PRESS RELEASE
Nobbs & Jones a leading UK Building Managements Systems
manufacturer chooses IGE+XAO Group's SEE Electrical.
Sheffield, June 19th, 2008 - The complexity of today’s internal building environments demands
that the Building Management Systems (BMS) satisfy rigorous criteria, both in terms of performance
& reliability. Nobbs & Jones’ expertise within controls for heating, ventilation & air-conditioning is
second to none in the industry and is trusted by some of the country’s leading architects and
specifiers, as well as by many market leading corporate clients.
Located in the Preston area, Nobbs & Jones' experience in BEMS spans over thirty five years. In
that time, Nobbs & Jones have dealt with thousands of contracts, from small maintenance
commissions to much larger installations involving complex integrated control panels over multiple
locations.
As a leading independent controls company in the UK, Nobbs & Jones is constantly striving to
improve its design process. As a result, Nobbs & Jones has decided to acquire an Electrical CAD
(Computer-Aided Design) package and has selected after serious review IGE+XAO's SEE
Electrical.
With three levels (Basic, Standard and Advanced) SEE Electrical can adapt from simple to the most
complex requirements. At Nobbs & Jones, for example, some offices have been equipped with the
Basic version, while other offices requiring higher level functionalities have chosen the Standard
and Advanced packages.
"What we really like about SEE Electrical is its functionality and ease-of-use. It is very easy to learn
and does not require any training. This was not the case with the other packages we benchmarked
SEE Electrical with" declared Jason Ellwood, Applications Manager.
"We are pleased that Nobbs & Jones have selected our solution. This demonstrates the IGE+XAO
Group's capability to deliver an appropriate package to our customers, thanks to our broad range of
software. Our range starts with SEE Electrical LT, targeting very small business up to SEE
Electrical Expert the Group's high end package" declared Jean-Marc Avezard, IGE+XAO UK
Managing Director".
For more information about SEE Electrical please visit http://www.see-electrical.com.

ABOUT THE IGE+XAO GROUP:
For over 21 years, the IGE+XAO Group has been a software publisher designing, producing,
selling and ensuring the maintenance of a range of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. These
Electrical CAD software applications have been designed to help manufacturers design and
maintain the electrical section of any installation. IGE+XAO has built a complete range of Electrical
CAD software applications designed for all industry fields. IGE+XAO products may either run on a
stand-alone computer or be deployed on a network. The IGE+XAO Group has about 340
employees spread out in 21 locations and 14 countries. With more than 48,500 licenses sold
throughout the world, IGE+XAO is a reference in its domain. For more information, visit
http://www.ige-xao.com

